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Composition of the panel of judges

Bridget Anderson
Professor of Migration, Mobilities and Citizenship at Bristol University. She formerly held the post
of Professor of Migration and Citizenship and Research Director at COMPAS in Oxford. She has a
DPhil in Sociology and previous training in Philosophy and Modern Languages. She has explored
the tension between labour market flexibilities and citizenship rights, and pioneered an understanding
of the functions of immigration in key labour market sectors. She is the author of Us and Them? The
Dangerous Politics of Immigration Controls (Oxford University Press, 2013) and Doing the Dirty
Work? The Global Politics of Domestic Labour (Zed Books, 2000). She coedited Who Needs Migrant
Workers? Labour Shortages, Immigration and Public Policy with Martin Ruhs (Oxford University
Press, 2010 and 2012), The Social, Political and Historical Contours of Deportation with Matthew
Gibney and Emanuela Paoletti (Springer, 2013), and Migration and Care Labour: Theory, Policy and
Politics with Isabel Shutes (Palgrave Macmillan, 2014). Bridget Anderson has worked closely with
migrants’ organisations, trades unions and legal practitioners at local, national and international level.
Wah-Piow Tan
A Balliol educated human rights solicitor in London representing Chinese migrants in the UK since
180s. A former political prisoner and exile from Singapore, Wah-Piow is well known since his youth
as a student leader, activist, writer and public speaker advocating democratic reforms in Singapore.
Most recently, in August 2018, he enjoyed unprecedented extensive media coverage following his 80
minutes discussion with the new Malaysian Prime Minister on the subject of expanding the
democratic space in Southeast Asia. In 1980, Wah-Piow attended the Permanent People’s Tribunal
(PPT) hearing on The Philippines in Antwerp as an observer.
Maureen Byrne
She is a Councillor. She is a retired full time Equality Officer in Unite the Union. She has been on
the Employment Tribunal panel for 30 years. Currently she is Employment Law adviser for the
Stansted Airport Branch. Maureen is chairperson for the Bury St Edmund’s Women’s Aid Refuge
and Local Association for Mental and Physical Handicapped Charity, a group supporting young
people with special needs. She is the Town Council Chairperson of the Personnel Committee.
Dr Eddie Bruce Jones AB (Harvard); MA (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin); JD (Columbia); LLM
in Public International Law (KCL is currently acting dean and Lecturer in Law at Birkbeck College,
University of London where he teaches and researches in the areas of human rights, comparative
discrimination law, racism, sexuality and migration. He is an academic fellow of the Honourable
Society of the Inner Temple, a member of the New York state bar and a trustee of the UK Lesbian
and Gay Immigration Group. He serves with a collective of lawyers on the Independent Commission
on the Death of Oury Jalloh in Germany (on police brutality and due process) and is the Sexuality
and Gender Identity Resource Co-ordinator for the Fahamu Refugee Legal Aid Network based in
Oxford.

Leah Bassel - A member of Haringey Welcome, a campaign group working for fairness, dignity and
respect for migrants and refugees in the London borough of Haringey. “BA, MA, DPhil, ESRC
Postdoctoral Fellowship I joined the department in 2011 as New Blood Lecturer in Sociology. I was
previously lecturer in Sociology at City University London (2008-11) and held Postdoctoral Research
Fellowships at the Refugee Studies Centre/Queen Elizabeth House, University of Oxford funded by
the ESRC and with the Group for the Study of Ethnicity, Racism, Migration and Exclusion at the
Institute of Sociology, Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium.
Enrico Pugliese - is Professor of sociology of work, (Emeritus) at Sapienza- University of Rome,
faculty member of the Graduate school in applied sociology, University of Rome La Sapienza. He is
also research associate at Irpps (Istituto di ricerche sulla popolazione e le politiche sociali), National
research council, Rome. He has been Professor of Sociology of work at the University of
Napoles "Federico II" where he served as chairman of the department of sociology and then as dean
of the faculty of sociology. He has been visiting professor in several European and American
Universities. He has been also meember of the National commission of inquiry on work at the
Consiglio nazionale dell’economia e del lavoro, chairman of the Commission for drafting the
immigration law of the Regione Campania. He has also been member of the advisory Commission of
the City Mayor of Napoli for immigration policy. His main research interests include: international
migration, Italian migration in Europe, third world immigration in Italy, migration policies, labour
market with special reference to precarious employment and unemployment. His recent publications
on migration include: Quelli che se ne vanno (Those who leave), Il mulino 2018, and International
Migrations and the Mediterranean in Andreotti, Benassi, Kazepov (eds) Western Capitalism in
transition, Manchester University Press 2018.

